MANCA 2015
LAND CRUSIE TO SIDI IFNI AND LEGZIRA VIA AGADIR PLUS A SURPRISE
GOURMET EVENT
It is a long bus journey south along to the Morocco coast town of Sidi Ifni from Marrakech via Agadir
and Tiznit but it is certainly worth the effort. The crashing Atlantic waves on the long beaches and
the stunning coastline of Legzira are more than enough reward.
Sidi Ifni until about 1960(?) was a Spanish enclave. It looks out across the Atlantic to The Grand
Canaries only about 40 nautical miles away. Many of the locals still speak Spanish, Muslim and
French. Part of the charm is the sleepy pace, the beaches and the fishing port. With the west facing
aspect you can count on great sunsets.

Sidi Ifni sunrise on the surf beach
Atlantic coast.

The small Mosque reflected on the
beach lagoon Mosque is dwarfed by the
massive Spanish fort towering above.
The fort is still in use by Morocco and
not open to tourists.

The multi-lingual staff were so friendly,
the food so cheap and good and the
view from the cheap rooms stunning.
Well done Hotel Suerte Loca.

The good surf is an attraction for
international surfers and campers.

Each evening, just before sundown, the
birds head south along the beach.

LEGZIRA
One of the attractions of the region around Sidi Ifni is the coastal arches of Legzira. If you are up for
the 10k walk at low tide then go for it. I jumped a local bus for a few cents and landed at the little
beach resort at the end of the beach with the stunning seascape. At low tide you can safely walk
under and around the arches. Keep your eye on the tides to make sure you don’t get trapped under
the steep cliffs behind.

At low tide the extensive coverage of
green algae provides a great contrast
with the deep red cliffs. The locals
collect mussels, clams and cockles. Surf
fishing is popular.

An Atlantic blue jelly fish stranded at
low tide.

The dramatic cliffs of the arches at low tide.

A rock pool of granite and red breccias
on the bluff.

Once inside the arches they tower over you casting dramatic shadows.

Arch and boulders.

Life guard station.

Local Legzira woman harvests shell fish.

Legzira: rocky cape with fallen arches.

Part of the retreating coastline as the
incessant Atlantic sea hammers away at
the rugged shoreline.

A cluster of beach cafes at Legzira offer
great fresh, fish for lunch.

Wind worn jagged strata form a
dramatic cliff face.

A local fellow happy with his octopus catch and a bucket
of cockles.

Local Mr. Donkey stays cool in the
shade of the beach cave.

A pair of buzzards play the thermal
winds to hunt along the cliffs.

The two hunting birds worked as a close team. One soared
ahead while the other watched for the effects of the diversion
below ready to swoop.

Close-up of the beautiful red breccias. I
hope one of my readers is a geologist
and can confirm this.

Fisherman returns home before high
tide covers the archway ahead

Two Legzira arches.

I managed to line up the three Legzira
arches in this shot.

I liked the red and orange breccias
reflected on the incoming tidal sands.

Stunning colors in the arch. The sea
mist and frequent fog keeps the rocks
glistening and clean.

Mussels, barnacles and limpets.

Close-up of barnacle.

Like a giant foot of the arch it seems to be stomping along the shore or
maybe out to sea!

Here the giant foot seems to have just
missed crushing a wee human!

Warm air off the Atlantic Ocean brings
a sea mist over the beach. The red hue
on the hill is similar to what we called
“pig face” on Bruny Island, Tasmania. I
think the succulent thrives on the salty
mist. This one has a much smaller leaf.

Here the wild succulent, colours the
cliffs with an orange brick red tinge.

Atlantic sunset from Sidi Ifni!

RETURN TO MARRAKECH
With three good bus connections it was possible to return from Sidi Ifni to catch the night sleeper
train from Marrakech back to Tangier. About 26 hours later I am back at Marina Smir with Manca
waiting at the dock. But I forgot to mention a treat in Marrakech before the journey to Sidi Ifni…

AN UNFORGETTABLE TREAT AT YACOUT, MARRAKESCH
A few years ago I was given a copy of “1000 Places To See Before You Die”, by Patricia Schultz. I found
the title a bit morbid but Patricia does come up with a great travel “bucket list”. She describes
Yacout:
“Deep in the heart of the medina through the massive, unmarked door of a sumptuous 200 year- old
house, visitors cross carpets strewn with rose petals to enter rooms that are almost too romantic,
with hundreds of flickering candles, tiles and mosaics…In the air is the scent of jasmine and the
delicate music of a zither… a feast… redolent of ancient caravans…desserts sweeter than honey…”
p359.
Last year, in 2014, I set out, on foot, in the maze of the Marrakech medina, to try to find this famous
restaurant: Yacout. After getting lost I was finally guided to the door by a friendly local only to be
told that it was too early to wake any one or to look around and make a reservation. I left
disappointed but somehow I thought I might be back one day.

This year having been assured that Yacout’s excellent reputation was still intact I took an easier
approach; just ask the hotel to make a reservation and call a taxi to deliver you right to the massive
front door. I was determined not to miss a second chance.
Yacout in my experience surpassed its reputation. How is that possible? Well surprise after delightful
surprise did the trick! First; you are ushered up to the roof top garden. A full moon is rising over the
parapet. Right away offered a cold Flag beer (wow it is Ramadan) then another and told: “not to
worry about the price”! Next; we are entertained with great “African music” and invited to swing
your tassel. Third; you are escorted down to your pool-side table covered with rose petals and
surrounded with soft exotic music in the background. Now; plate after plate of hot and cold
appetizers! Ten of them; it is enough for four dinners. Followed by; what I thought was the main
course, a delicious falling-off- the -bone whole chicken. It turns out this was just another appetizer.
Meanwhile; I have selected the wine …again, “don’t worry about the price”. The bottle was
discreetly decanted on a side table but every time I glanced that way I noticed the decanter was still
full. (I won’t tell you how many times it was refilled. If you glance away your glass has been quietly
refilled). Thinking; the meal must be over and so full I could hardly breathe, the main course arrived!
My goodness! My favourite! Slow roasted lamb. Soon after a sweet, flat, light pastry follows. Later;
the exotic fruit arrives. Then finally; the dessert is presented. This is a smorgasbord of about twenty
delights to select from a four-tiered antique silver platter. The wine has not stopped. The decanter is
still full!
Throughout the incredible experience; impeccable hushed service. Another delight; the food always
arrives just at the right time, hot and presented with mysterious flourish from under a large multicoloured, peaked cover.
In Vancouver the bill would not have covered half the drinks! Here in Marrakech, Morocco at one of
the world’s finest, all the drinks were included and the whole meal at the set price-just a tiny bit
more than the $60 noted by Patricia in 2003. No extras! No tricks! No taxes! Just an incredible
adventure! Life is sweet!

The exotic Yacout pre-dinner
entertainment under the stars and a full
moon. Not easy to get the tassel
swinging to the beat!

What a smile and great music too! Look
at that ancient instrument!

A great Moroccan red from a bottomless decanter served on a
rose petal covered table.

Just for starters. Ten appetizers! Hot
and cold!

The whole slow roasted chicken is just
another appetiser!

Each course is brought to the table on the small stool under the
colorful cover always removed with a flourish and an air of
surprise!

Your table beside a cooling pool with
running fresh water and the soft glow
of many candles.

A four tiered sliver dessert platter to finish the meal!

Hungry now?

Terry,
s/y Manca
Gibraltar,
August 8,2015

PS My continued thanks to Miran. The best webmaster ever!
30 plus in the cabin this evening .Time for a cold Manca beer!
Next blog probably a day trip Asilah

